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Your AMs/PMs want to buy new Saudi Aramco bonds?
Have them consider the alternatives
Ulf Erlandsson (*)

Apparently Saudi Aramco is looking to tap the bond market again, after their initial bond issuance
in April, 2019, see “Aramco Turns to Bonds to Help Fund $75 Billion Dividend”, Bloomberg, 16 Nov
2020. We rarely like bond investments with the sole purpose to fund payments of large dividends,
and we are of the view the E, S, and G credentials of Aramco are not advantageous. However, we
realize that there will be discussions across more than a few teams if the risk-return potential in
buying Aramco bonds should outweigh potential reputational downsides and negative ESG
impact.

We opine that one can construct risk-return profiles similar to buying Aramco bonds but without
actually putting money in the account of the company or its shareholder(s).

In Figure 1, we illustrate how the Aramco 4.45 2039 bonds have been trading almost exactly in line
with the CDX.EM index(here depicted in its generic version). The correlation once we switch out to
weekly sampling frequency is quite strong, right hand of Figure 1. Considering that CDX.EM in
considerably more liquid than cash bonds and has little need for duration hedging (for investors
who trade on a spread basis), this suggests that the index could be a good replacement. Indeed,
when going through a more technical analysis, we find few compelling arguments to own the
bonds rather than the index. 1

Figure 1. (Left) Saudi Aramco bond spread vs CDX.EM CDS index spreads. (Right) Weekly changes of spreads, correlation.

1 Please contact the AFII team for details around CDX.EM constituents and ESG, defaults/total returns,
carry and roll-down dynamics, collateral requirements and other technical factors. For a fuller
discussion around replacing low ESG assets with highly correlated/lower volatility assets in an MPT
setting, see “The Green Bond Risk Premium” paper in the Reference section.
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-16/saudi-aramco-hires-banks-for-possible-offering-of-dollar-bonds?sref=1oDZ6uYm
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3624591
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:

This report is for information and educational purposes only. The Anthropocene Fixed Income
Institute (‘AFII’) does not provide tax, legal, investment or accounting advice. This report is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal, investment or accounting advice.
Nothing in this report is intended as investment advice, as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy
or sell, or as a recommendation, endorsement, or sponsorship of any security, company, or fund.
AFII is not responsible for any investment decision made by you. You are responsible for your own
investment research and investment decisions. This report is not meant as a general guide to
investing, nor as a source of any specific investment recommendation. Unless attributed to others,
any opinions expressed are our current opinions only. Certain information presented may have
been provided by third parties. AFII believes that such third-party information is reliable, and has
checked public records to verify it wherever possible, but does not guarantee its accuracy,
timeliness or completeness; and it is subject to change without notice. Information attributed to
others are for informational purposes only and does not constitute endorsements.

The Anthropocene Fixed Income Institute is a non-profit organization “to monitor, advocate for
and influence the impact of the fixed income and bond markets in the age of human induced
climate change.” For more information about the Institute, please visit wwww.anthropocenefii.org
or follow us at @FixedInstitute (Twitter). Sign up to our e-mail distribution at
info@anthropocenefii.org


